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Red Devils battle until third, before falling 6-3
Defensemen Mike Kohler and tried to move the puck up the ice to 

Dick Forsythe turned out hard attack.
hitting, respectable performances Mike Barry proved that he is 
in the game. Kohler worked the adjusting quickly to college hocky.

with authority, skated Against SMU he took command of 
hard and used muscle to his the play several times to lead his 
advantage. Forsythe made himself teammates on 
felt in the game as he constantly threatening attacks, 
moved in to take out his man in 
front of the net.

Larry Wood played a good game and one major penalty thoughout 
on defense but doesn’t have the the game. This is something that a 
weight behind him to be effective team just cannot do if they want to 
in the corners. However, he made stay within range of St. Mary’s, 
some nice rushes and his headsup The penalties merely resulted in 
playing of the point resulted in more skating and consequently the 
Archibald’s goal. Devils tired faster than the

Doug McDonald and Glenn opponents. Perhaps if it hadn’t 
Fisher were both constantly on the been for the number of penalties, 
move forechecking and worrying UNB could have held SMU off in 
the Huskies all the time as they that crutial third period.

Glenn Fisher tied it all up op aMike Kohler, Larry Wood, and
Doug McDonald and they succeed- flashy solo effort with less than one

The UNB Red Devils are a team ed in doing an outstanding job of minute remaining in the period,
that has what it takes to win games frustrating the SMU attackers. Using linemate Dan Gill as a decoy
but so far they haven’t done it. with both teams back to full he forced VanDiest to make his 
They suffered their third straight strength it once again became a move then tucked the puck
loss in Atlantic Intercollegiate hard hitting, fast paced game, securely into the net.
Hockey League action this week- SMU laid pressure on the Red In the final period it came down
end when they were defeated by Devils defense but it held. St. to a matter of conditioning and
the mighty St. Mary’s Huskies in a Mary’s problems began when SMU outskated the tiring Red
hard fought see-saw battle that defenseman Scott Grady was Devils. St. Mary s Bob Mullins, Bill
ended with a 6-3 score. penalized and UNB had their first Doherty and Jim Holland all

Filling the nets for UNB were opportunity to test their power scored unanswered goals to give
Mike Kohler, Allan Archibald and play. the Huskies the win.
Glenn Fisher. Jim Holland led the u proved to be effective enough UNB goaltender John McLean 
SMU squad with two and Bob to result in A! Archibald’s goal and had a busy night between the pipes,
Warner, D’Arcy Murphy, Bob send UNB into the lead. handling a total of 35 shots
Mullins and Bill Doherty all Larry Wood, playing the point, throughout the contest and kept the 
chalked up singles to even out the blasted a shot toward the net. Red Devils in the game with some
scoring. Standing all alone in the slot, fine saves, particularly during

Big Mike Kohler opened the Archibald got his stick on the puck penalty killing efforts,
scoring with only 53 seconds gone and, swinging around to his
in the first period on a hard low forehand, let go a well placed wrist
slapshot from the point. SMU shot that beat SMU’s Steve Van
replied less than three minutes Diest cleanly, seconds before the
later to tie it up on Bob Warner’s buzzer went to end the first period,
point shot. Early in the second frame J. C.

UNB matched St. Mary’s stride Holland scored his first goal of the
for stride and things looked about night to beat UNB netminder John
equal until the Red Devils ran into McLean cleanly. McLean was a
trouble with two penalties back to victim of circumstances on SMU’s ,. . if vou
back and had to skate harder to third goal when the rebound of a the net„ yne
hold off the goal hungry Huskies. hard shot came off the boards at a P statedP“fteP the UNB Red
The responsibility of killing of the strange angle and was flipped P X th Dalhousie Tigers
two man disadvantage was left to home by D’Arcy Murphy.

Glenn Fisher was the lone UNB 
marksman in the contest, spoiling 
Dal goalie Vince Desjardins’ 
chance for an early season shutout 
in the third period. Danny Flynn 
and Darrell MacGregor picked up 

...... . ., , two goals each to lead Dalhousie.
There will be five weight classes Bob Richardson also scored.

An intramural tournament will for men and two for women. The Although UNB came out skating 
be held at the UNB Judo Club on men will be competing in the jn the Rrst perj0(j and took 
Monday evening beginning at 6:00 following categories - under 139 command of the play in the first
p.m. This tournament will be open lbs., under 154 lbs., under 176 lbs., tion they ran into trouble when
to all members of the UNB Judo under 205 lbs. and over 205 lbs. [hey started picking up needless 
Club and other persons in the (open). For women, the divisions nalties At one point there were 
academic community providing are light- and heavy-weight. These [hree Re(j Devjls sitting in the 
that they can provide proof of rank, divisions will be decided so that nenaltv box
eg. diploma, CBBA card, etc. there are approximately the same y
There will be no entry fee for number of girls in each category, 
members but non-members will be The tournament will be held at the 
required to pay a one dollar entry South (T.C.) gym.

By JO ANNE JEFFERSON

corners

a number of

‘ UNB compiled a total of 6 minors
mIt*

Devils lose fourth game 5-1
During this time the penalty out and prevented them from 

killers turned Dalhousie away scoring despite their continuous 
again and again and John McLean, close calls, 
handling a lot of slots in nets that Dalhousie fired in two more 
night, made numerous saves to goals from Bob Richardson and 
keep UNB in the game. Darrell MacGregor before Glenn

It looked as if the Devils had Fisher popped home UNB’s only 
managed to foil their opponents goal of the night. Dan Gill and John 
and prevent their scoring when, Bagnell picked up assists. Danny 
seconds before the expiration of Flynn scored his second goal of the 
the final penalty, Danny Flynn game after that to fjnish the

evening’s scoring.
In the game UNB were not

By JO ANNE JEFFERSON

UNB Judo Club to host 
intramural tournament picked up his first goal.

The Tigers second goal from 
Darrell MacGregor came early in shooting, not skating with the man 
the second period when he had a and covering the wings and not 
breakaway opportunity and capi- playing the calibre of hockey which 
talized on it. they are capable of playing. As a

For all their hard work in the result the Red Devils are now 0-4 in 
second frame, the only reward the AIHL competition. They play two 
Red Devils received was frustra- more games before the Christmas 
tion. Desjardins in goal and this break, these being against Mount 
year’s newly strenghthened Dal- Allison and the University of 
housie defense held the UNB boys Moncton on the road Dec. 6 and 7.

fee.By TOM BEST
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By BEV HILLS

The initial meeting of the
UNB-STU Ski Club was held their intent of joining the club, but 
Monday, Nov. 25th, in the SUB. if you haven’t signed up yet please 
Response has been great ; now if all jog down to the BRUNS office
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of the SUB, we will have something items such as the drafting of the December 6 and 7. 
going constitution, a steering committee

The last meeting must have been for road trips, an instruction and 
disappointing for many ski buffs fitness program, transportation, 
because of the lack of information, and fund-raising activities, so we 
but the next meeting promises to will have a solid program to offer 
offer a lot; business to discuss, for all. Since we have started late
plans to formalize, and activities to this year, things are slow but The Synchronized swimming
get off the ground. contantly picking up, but anyone cjub is oR and runn;ng again this

We have missed the deadline this else who would like to volunteer year this time with backing from
year for receiving money from the their services in helping out the Athletic Office.
Athletic Association (Oct. 14) but working out details on any of he 
we are arranging our own money above groups please drop by the
making schemes, more details Bruns and speak to me; always working hard to perfect their skills 
later on that. We plan on having room for more help, 
buses for transportation to the 
local slopes, as well as the loan of a 
certain number of skis from the 
Equipment office for those who do 
not own skis.

Membership is open to all 
students of UNB and STU. as well

%/ -1— 6!as faculty and supporting staff for 
the University community. More 
than 100 people have indicated
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Synchronized swim under way
from beginning level to more the provincial section and the club, 
advanced. On Saturday they will The Synchrothon is our way of 
be testing up to Star IV level. making money, so we would 

Coming up on Dec. 2 & 9th is the appreciate it if you would support 
Synchrothon. A swimmer solicits our effort, 
pledges for a fixed amount of
money per unit of eight lengths. By the way, if you would like to 
There is a time limit of one hour, see Synchronized Swimming at its 
Fifteen per cent of the money goes best, don’t miss the re-broadcast 
to the national synchronized on T.V. of the International Solo 
swimming association to aid in competitions, Sat. Nov. 30 at 5:00. 
exposure of competitors and The photography is superb and the 
coaches to international compos- competitors among the best in the 
ition. The other 85 per cent goes to world.

At the moment all the girls are

lfor the Star Meet which takes place 
on Saturday, Nov. 30at the Sir Max 

If anyone has any ideas or Aitken pool. There is a certain 
suggestions to help the dub otf the nutnber of figures which must be 
ground please relay them to this passed jn each star, the star

system being designed to mark the 
progress of a swimmer starting

s
office.

THINK SNOW!
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